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GREENline
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The song of forest in your home!

DOOR LEAVES WITH LENGTHWISE
VENEER STRUCTURE
GREENline models
OAK KNOTTY – WILD STRUCTURE
GREENLINE
oak knotty
white-oiled
WILD STRUCTURE
model LIFEline PN6

oak knotty brushed
natural lacquered

oak knotty brushed
white-oiled

oak knotty brushed
oiled

oak knotty
oiled

oak knotty brushed
matte stained

oak knotty
natural lacquered

oak knotty matte stained
lacquered
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GREENLINE
walnut lacquered
DIVIDEline model with an internal
filling and skylight
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The song of forest in your home!

GREENLINE
European oak
white-oiled

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1-European oak brushed oiled
2-European oak oiled
3-European oak brushed natural lacquered
4-European oak natural lacquered
5-European oak brushed white-oiled
6-European oak white-oiled
7-European oak brushed matte stained
8-European oak matte stained
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A versatile surface made of composed veneer
sheets offers a vast variety of colours and patterns.

GREENLINE
beech raw

GREENLINE
spruce knotty brushed

GREENLINE
beech

GREENLINE
alder tinted

GREENLINE
maple
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“

A touch of nature in your
home. Nature lovers prefer
soothing colours and
shapes, the quality of which
speaks for itself. A uniform
surface structure is also
suitable for models with
cutouts.

GREENLINE
walnut
model LIFEline PN2

The song of forest in your home!
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PRESTIGE
There is no “true” perfection. It does not exist in human beings nor
does it exist in the things that surround us, so let us accept and
respect the natural specificities of forests, the same way we accept
each other. We must embrace and value the beauty of defects that
are inherent in the nature as such.

GREENLINE PRESTIGE
oak »Alteiche«
oiled

VIVACELINE / F4 PRESTIGE
oak »Alteiche«
matt lacquered

VIVACELINE / F4 PRESTIGE
oak »Alteiche«
oiled

GREENLINE PRESTIGE
oak »Alteiche«
matt lacquered
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The song of forest in your home!

(IM)PERFECT
OAK
Just like humans, trees are not perfect either. If we
focus on a particular tree species, let us say oak,
we will find in its structure a number of defects,
such as knots and cracks. But, can we really say
that these irregularities are faulty?

Wood has always been a valued construction material
and remains an essential element in the future as
well. In the past, trends moved in the direction of
uniformity and the use of such types of wood and
synthetic materials that made this possible, but
today we are again inclined to the natural state of
things. Wood became synonymous for rekindling
our connection to nature, domestic comfort, and
the feeling of homeliness and warmth. The faults
in the wood, let us call them ‘beauty mistakes’,

are an expression of wilderness, at the same time
emphasizing its unique nature and characteristics. We
need to devote our care and attention to it, and raise
the awareness of its true value.
There is no “true” perfection. It does not exist in
human beings nor does it exist in the things that
surround us, so let us accept and respect the natural
specificities of forests, the same way we accept each
other.
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THE FAIRYTALE
The LARCH tree is the only conifer that loses
its needles in the winter. A walk through a
larch forest is truly something remarkable.
Because the crowns let a lot of light through,
such forest is quite bright. That’s why the
larch veneered door is well suited for bright
spaces with contemporary design. Larch
wood is dense, heavy and durable, which
means that the products we create have
guaranteed durability and strength.
GREENLINE
larch knotty brushed
natural lacquered

DOOR LEAVES WITH LENGTHWISE
VENEER STRUCTURE
GREENline models - LARCH KNOTTY

LARCH
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The song of forest in your home!

DOOR LEAVES WITH CROSSWISE
VENEER STRUCTURE
VIVACEline models - LARCH KNOTTY

DOOR LEAVES WITH CROSSWISE
VENEER STRUCTURE
VIVACEline models - LARCH

VIVACELINE / F4
larch knotty
brushed
natural lacquered

VIVACELINE / F4
larch brushed
natural lacquered

VIVACELINE / F4
larch knotty brushed
matte stained

VIVACELINE / F4
larch brushed
matte stained

The old folk tradition says that forest fairies used to live in larch forests. It was those fairies who
wanted to cheer up the larch when it wished that its needles would dance in the wind like the
leaves of other trees. The needles of the larch turned into soft green leaves. It was all well, until
he storm came down from the mountains, broke its branches and tore up its leaves. The larch
then asked the good fairies to restore its needles. But as a reminder, the larch only received such
leaves that turn gilt each autumn, and fall off like the leaves of deciduous trees. Because they love
the larch forest, the fairies are said to still live there.
With a good selection of larch wood products, the good fairies will settle in your home,
too.

DOOR LEAVSE WITH LENGTHWISE
VENEER STRUCTURE
GREENline models - LARCH

GREENLINE
larch brushed
matte stained

GREENLINE
larch brushed
natural lacquered

GREENLINE
larch knotty brushed
matte stained

